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Implicature, Appropriateness and Warranted 
Assertability

Ron Wilburn 

Abstract
In a number of papers, Keith DeRose articulates his reasons for thinking that we cannot 
plausibly explain the mechanics of knowledge attribution in terms of varying conditions 
of warranted assertability (1998, 2002). His reasoning is largely comparative: “know,” he 
argues, proves a poor candidate for such a diagnosis when compared to other terms to 
which such warranted assertabilility maneuvers (i.e., WAMs) clearly apply. More specifically, 
DeRose aims, through to use of such comparative case studies, to identify several general 
principles through which we might determine when WAMs are called for. In what follows, 
I take issue with one of these principles and argue that DeRose’s efforts to deploy the others 
to pro-contextualist (i.e., anti-invariantist) ends are misguided. I conclude by examining 
DeRose’s specific objection to Unger’s skeptical invariantism, and identify a problematic 
feature of his recurrent appeals to linguistic intuition. The payoff of this is an enhanced 
appreciation of the factors on which the contextualist/invariantist dispute should be seen to  
turn. 

 

I. Introduction 

In a number of papers, Keith DeRose articulates his reasons for thinking that 
we cannot plausibly explain the mechanics of knowledge attribution in terms 
of varying conditions of warranted assertability (1998, 2002). His reasoning 
is largely comparative: “know,” he argues, proves a poor candidate for such a 
diagnosis when compared to other terms to which such warranted assertabilil-
ity maneuvers (i.e., WAMs) clearly apply. More specifically, DeRose aims, by 
way of such comparative case studies, to identify several general principles 
through which we might determine when WAMs are called for. In what fol-
lows, I take issue with one of these principles and argue that DeRose’s ef-
forts to deploy the others to pro-contextualist (i.e., anti-invariantist) ends are 
misguided. I conclude by examining DeRose’s specific objection to Unger’s 
skeptical invariantism, and identify a problematic feature of his recurrent ap-
peals to linguistic intuition. The payoff of this is an enhanced appreciation of 
the factors on which the contextualist/invariantist dispute  should be seen to 
turn. 
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II. DeRose’s Contentions

Let us begin by considering DeRose’s most self-assured comparative case study, 
that of the modal operator “possible,” as it functions in prosaic conversational 
contexts. Consider a speaker who, in fact, knows that some proposition P is 
true. Now suppose that, when queried about the truth of P, she responds by 
saying, “it is possible that P.” By stipulation, the speaker knows that P. Conse-
quently, her assertion of P’s mere possibility seems like a peculiarly tentative 
and non-committal thing for her to say. For DeRose, this oddness is symp-
tomatic of deep difficulties. Not only does it “seem somehow wrong” for this 
speaker to say this. “Pre-theoretically, there is some tendency to think she’s 
saying something false” (DeRose 1998, p. 197). What explains this tendency, 
DeRose tells us, is the fact that the assertion violates of a quite general rule of 
conversational implicature, Grice’s “Assert the Stronger” rule, which dictates 
that, prima facie, speakers should assert the stronger of available claims. (Grice 
1989; DeRose 1998, p. 197).1 In making a weaker-than-available assertion, the 
speaker implicitly endorses a false conversational implicature (i.e., that she 
does not, in fact, know that P). By focusing on this false implicature, listeners 
confusedly come to believe that the speaker’s original claim is false, rather than 
the implicature that it generates.

Now consider the case of knowledge ascription. Here, DeRose maintains, 
the invariantist offers an account that parallels the account of “possibility” talk 
described above. The aim of this account is to explain our shifting patterns of 
attributing knowledge to agents without appeal to the contention that mean-
ings or truth conditions shift from context to context. But such invariantism, 
DeRose claims, seeks to “employ a WAM on a set of data that doesn’t seem a 
good candidate for WAMming” (p. 201). He offers four reasons for thinking 
that this the case.

His first reason is that the sort of linguistic oddness characterizing WAM-
amenable candidates is allegedly more thoroughgoing than that characterizing 
the likes of “know” (p. 198). Consider again the attribution of possibility de-
scribed in the case above. Not only does the assertion, “It is possible that P” 
strike us as false, DeRose insists. So does its contradictory, “It is not possible 
that P.” However, this does not hold in the case of “knowledge.” Any context 
in which positive (negative) knowledge ascriptions are likely to strike us as 
false is also one in which their contradictory negative (positive) knowledge 

1 All subsequent page references are to DeRose 1998 unless otherwise indicated. 
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ascriptions are likely to strike us as true. Let P be the proposition that one has 
hands. Now consider the claim to know that P as it is made in both skeptical 
and ordinary contexts. In skeptical contexts, the claim to know that P seems 
false only as the claim to not know that P seems true; in ordinary contexts, the 
claim to know that P seems true only as the claim to not know that P seems 
false. More generally, we may say that an assertion is WAM-amenable, on 
DeRose’s account, only if its contradictory seems to share its truth-value. For 
lack of a better name, let us call this the “Apparently Coinciding Truth Value” 
(or ACT) Constraint.

This leads directly to DeRose’s second reason for thinking that invariantism 
seeks to “employ a WAM on a set of data that doesn’t seem a good candidate 
for WAMming”. For ACT is closely related to another principle, on DeR-
ose’s telling. WAMs, he insists, are only appropriate to the end of explaining 
away  apparent falsehood;  they are not appropriate to the end of explaining 
away apparent truth. The reason DeRose offers for this constraint is a strategic 
one. “It is not surprising,” he asserts, “that a true assertion will be inappropri-
ate, and may seem false, if it generates a false implicature” (p. 199). This, he 
claims, is easily explained by the fact that we feel obligated to avoid falsehood, 
“whether the falsehood conveyed is part of truth-conditional content of the 
assertion or is an implicature [the assertion] generate[s].” But, how, DeRose 
asks, could a true implicature substantially modify our attitude toward a false 
assertion? “For, except where we engage in special practices of misdirection, like 
irony or hyperbole, don’t we want to avoid falsehood both in what we impli-
cate and (especially!) in what we actually say? So, it seems, a false assertion will 
remain unwarranted, despite whatever true implicatures it might generate.” 
Let’s call this second constraint, according to which true implicatures cannot 
substantially modify our attitudes toward false assertions, the “No Apparent 
Truth” (or NAT) constraint.

The third reason DeRose offers for thinking that invariantism seeks to “em-
ploy a WAM on a set of data that doesn’t seem a good candidate for WAMming” 
is that the mechanism through which the ACT constraint becomes manifest in 
the case of WAM-amenable candidates (e.g., possibility claims) is inoperative 
in the case of knowledge assertions. This is the mechanism of conversational 
implicature: WAM-amenable assertions seem false only because they conversa-
tionally imply other propositions that actually are false. “It is possible that p,” 
as uttered in the above-described case, conversationally implies that the speaker 
does not know that p, and it is this falsity that we confusedly attribute to the 
claim “It is possible that p” itself. But once again, DeRose maintains, we have 
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in this story a diagnosis that fails to apply to the case of knowledge attribution. 
On DeRose’s telling, invarianatist WAMS tend to be naked WAMs, “bare” 
warranted assertability maneuvers, which baldly proclaim the violation of war-
ranted assertability conditions without the benefit of covering explanations of 
how such violation results from misleading conversational implicatures. “It is 
simply claimed that it is the conditions of warranted assertability, rather than 
of truth, that are varying with context, and the contextualist is then accused of 
mistaking warranted assertability with truth.” (p. 201) Let us call the condition 
at issue here, according to which WAMs are only legitimized by such covering 
explanations, the “implicature” constraint.

The fourth reason, DeRose insists, that invariantism seeks to “employ a 
WAM on a set of data that doesn’t seem a good candidate for WAMming” is 
really an elaboration on the third reason, cited above. Even where the impli-
cature condition is satisfied, this may not be enough. What is also required 
is that the relevant implicature be explicable in sufficiently theory-conducive 
terms. In particular, both the content of the pertinent claim (e.g., “I know 
that I have hands”) must be clearly explicated and the rule of conversational 
implicature generating the misleading assertion (whose truth-value we mistake 
for the truth-value of the claim we actually make) must boast an adequate level 
of authority. “Adequacy” here is a function of generality. In the possibility case, 
an “Assert the Stronger” rule can be invoked, roughly as formulated by Grice 
and easily applied across a broad range of discourse. In the case of invariantism, 
however, this is not the case. There are no general rules the invariantist can cite 
to help him explain, e.g., how the skeptic’s negative claims about knowledge 
only seem false in ordinary contexts because listeners confuse their truth-values 
with those of other statements that these original claims conversationally im-
ply (p. 201). Let us call DeRose’s constraint here, that false conversational 
implicatures must result from sufficiently general principles of conversational 
implicature, the “generality” constraint.2

In what follows, it is occasionally useful to refer to refer to the “impli-
cature” and “generality” constraints separately. More often, however, it 
is useful to refer to them together as sub-conditions of a single, more gen-
eral rule. Let us call this more general rule the “General Implicature” (GI) 
Constraint: a WAM-amenable sentence must be one whose appearance 
of falsity can be explained by appeal to its implications of a false conver-
sational implicature  in accordance with  a general rule of conversational im-
2 This terminology, along with that directly preceding, is offered courtesy of  Martijn Blaauw  

(2003). 
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plicature applying to a vast expanse of language beyond the sentence in  
question.

Now, DeRose notes that at least one “knowledge” WAM has been proffered 
in the literature that initially appears to reasonably satisfy at least the ACT and 
GI constraints. This is the account of “knowledge” qua “absolute” term ac-
count developed by Peter Unger (1975). On this account, “know” is a member 
of a wide class of terms (e.g., “flat,” “straight,” “empty”), which conversational 
conventions allow us to positively employ even though their hyper-stringent 
conditions of application are seldom, if ever, met.

At first sight, DeRose grants, this “absolute term” account appears to offer 
serious resistance to his diagnosis of invariantist WAMs. On this account (at 
least) most of DeRose’s constraints seem to be met. The skeptic’s claim to not 
know he has hands, though true, carries numerous false implicatures concern-
ing what we are ordinarily allowed to assert and infer, and this fact, moreover, is 
explained by appeal to a principle of language that governs all “absolute” terms, 
not merely the word “know.” This principle of language is an “absolute term” 
(AT) rule, which effectively maintains the following: one may use absolute 
terms (e.g., “know,” “flat,” “vacuum”) in conditions under which these terms 
are not literally satisfied, given that these conditions approximate literal satis-
faction conditions closely enough for pertinent conversational purposes. And 
even though this rule is not language-wide, DeRose concedes that it applies 
to a respectably wide stretch of ordinary discourse, thus approximating, if not 
perfectly satisfying, the GI (and, more specifically, the generality) constraint. 
Thus, it may seem that Unger’s absolute term account undermines DeRose’s 
contention that invariantism seeks to “employ a WAM on a set of data that 
doesn’t seem a good candidate for WAMming.” However, DeRose rejects this 
diagnosis on the grounds that a number of  features of Unger’s old invariantism 
make it unattractive.

First, DeRose argues, Unger’s invariantism is a skeptical invariantism: it is 
an account of “knowledge” on which we seldom, if ever, know anything. This 
feature, far from being incidental, looks to be a reliable characteristic of abso-
lute term accounts: it is unlikely that any analysis of “knowledge” that relies on 
an absolute term analysis (depending, as it does, on the contention that few, 
if any, of our warrantedly assertable knowledge claims are, strictly speaking, 
true) could ever result in anything other than radical skepticism. However, 
“most who reject the contextualist’s varying standards,” DeRose claims, “don’t 
imagine that the constant standards they endorse will be so demanding as to be 
unmeetable by mere mortals” (p. 202). Thus, DeRoses concludes that Unger’s 
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AT rule-based invariantism should prove to be less palatable than contextual-
ism even to most reflective invarianatists.

Second, DeRose maintains, the cost of the AT rule to ordinary language 
generally is unacceptably high, as it implies that we speak falsely whenever we 
“apply any number of  ‘absolute’ terms in the way [that] we’re accustomed to 
applying them.” For instance, according to the AT Rule, no concrete objects 
are really “flat.” Neither are any regions of space really “empty,” nor any ruled 
edges really “straight.” In short, the price of accepting a knowledge WAM based 
on the AT Rule is excessive, since such use requires us to accept an error theory 
for large stretches of ordinary language. “I’m fairly confident that most would 
find a general contextualist approach to absolute terms far more plausible than 
such a relentlessly demanding invariantist approach,” DeRose asserts. (p. 202) 
Once again, he suggests, given the choice between his account and Unger’s, 
even the most begrudging of invariantists should find contextualism to be the 
lesser of available evils.

Finally, DeRose objects that the AT Rule, though it applies “to a very wide 
stretch of ordinary language,” does not adequately satisfy the generality con-
straint. In this, it stands in contrast, say, to the “Assert the Stronger” rule, 
which is language-wide in its application and clearly supported by numerous 
non-problematic cases. The consequence of this failure, DeRose maintains, is 
a significant motivational blow to AT rule-based invariantist accounts. For, “by 
not utilizing a thoroughly general rule which has clearly correct applications 
[like the “Assert the Stronger” principle] the Unger of Ignorance loses a lot of 
leverage in advocating his view.” DeRose’s criticism here is that AT Rule-based 
invariantism suffers for lack of a fully general theoretical justification. Perhaps 
its error-theoretic implications would be acceptable if they were inevitable con-
comitants of some fundamental and language-wide maxim of conversational 
implicature. The “Assert the Stronger” rule is such a principle, applying far and 
wide across all the statements of our language. But the AT rule has no such au-
thority. Although applying across a wide selection of absolute terms, it presum-
ably fails to reflect any central facts concerning the fundamental point and pur-
pose of conversational exchange. Thus, concludes DeRose, “it’s difficult to see 
where the pressure to accept a demanding invariantist account will come from,” 
since a general contextualist account of allegedly ‘absolute’ terms is available 
which avoids systematic falsehood” (p. 203). Contextualism avoids error theo-
ry; and in so doing, it proves itself to be the more elegant and intuitive option.  
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III. Criticism

Let us summarize each of the rules articulated in the above-described account.

 1.  The “Apparently Coinciding Truth Value” (or ACT) Constraint, 
according to which WAM-amenable statements must share  appar-
ent truth-values with their contradictories. 

 2.  The “No Apparent Truth” (or NAT) Constraint, according to which 
true implicatures cannot substantially modify our attitudes toward 
false assertions. 

 3.  The “General Implicature” (or GI) Constraint, according to which 
WAM-amenable statements must appear false specifically because they 
conversationally imply other sentences that are false, and imply this 
in accordance with one or more general rule(s) of conversational im-
plicature applying to a vast expanse of language beyond the specific 
sentence at issue. 

Again, I take issue only with the second of DeRose’s rules. I take no issue with 
the first and third rules (at least for the purposes of this paper), but rather 
question only the pro-contextualist, anti-invariantist ends to which DeRose 
employs them. DeRose’s application of the first rule is circular; and his applica-
tion of the third is invidious.

Consider the application to which DeRose aims to put ACT. Once again, 
he uses this principle against the invariantist by arguing that, where P is the 
proposition, say, that one has hands, the ACT constraint is not satisfied. Con-
sidering the high and low standards cases in turn, he writes:

“In the “low standards” contexts, it seems appropriate and it seems true to 
say that certain subjects know and it would seem wrong and false to deny they 
know, 

while in the “high standards” context, it seems appropriate and true to deny 
that similarly situated subjects know and it seems inappropriate and false to 
say they do know” (p. 201). 

Thus, in ordinary contexts, where the claim to know that P looks clearly 
true, the claim to not know that P looks clearly false; and in skeptical contexts, 
where the claim to know that P looks clearly false, the claim to not know that 
P looks clearly true. In this, once again, knowledge assertions seem to be very 
different from certain other (e.g., possibility) claims, to which WAM strate-
gies paradigmatically apply. When one knows the truth of P full well, one’s 
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claim that P is possible would seem false in much the way that the one’s claim 
that P isn’t possible would seem false. Consequently, DeRose sees in the case of 
possibility discourse (and the like) the occurrence of a phenomenon requiring 
much more elaborate explanation than that which goes on the case of knowl-
edge attribution. In the former cases, but not the latter, we are confronted with 
a situation in which two contradictory claims appear to be simultaneously false, 
giving us “good reason to believe that something is not as it seems” (p. 198). Be-
cause cases of knowledge ascription are not ones in which we “have to explain 
away [such a] misleading appearance of falsehood,” they are significantly more 
mundane than cases of possibility attribution. We have less reason to suspect 
the occurrence of  genuine semantic pathology, as it were. Thus, we have less 
reason to invoke the sort of exotic explanatory mechanism definitive of WAMs 
(according to which both our positive and negative assertions mislead our 
interlocutors with false conversational implicatures) than to invoke the much 
simpler mechanism of context-variant meaning.

DeRose repeatedly states the importance of recognizing the delimited scope 
of cases to which WAM analysis should be allowed to apply. To acquiesce 
to just any and all appeals to warranted assertability maneuvers would be to 
completely lose our ability “to profitably test theories against examples.” To 
appropriate the discourse of abortion debate, WAMs, on DeRose’s account, 
must be both safe and rare. Otherwise, “[they] could be used to far too easily 
explain away the counterexamples marshaled against any theory about the 
truth-conditions of sentence forms in natural language” (p. 198). To illustrate 
this point, DeRose offers his cautionary tales of “Jank Fraction” and “crazed 
theories of bachelorhood” (2002, p. 172; 2002, p. 174; 1998, p. 197). The first 
has us envision an account on which belief alone is required for knowledge, 
and truth is no more than conversationally implied by our claims to know. The 
second has us envision an account on which being a bachelor requires only that 
one be male, so that being single is no more than conversationally implied by 
one’s claim to playboy status. These envisioned uses of WAM strategy are clearly 
beyond the pale, DeRose insists. Each is a desperate ploy to salvage a “loser of 
a theory” (2002, pp. 173 and 177). Similar remarks apply to the invariantist’s 
use of WAMs.

Certainly, we can agree that WAM strategies should not be overused to 
the point of spawning such monstrous caricatures as the two “loser” theories 
sketched above. What is dubious, however, is that the likening of invariantist 
WAMs to such “loser” theories is not outrageously invidious. For there would 
seem to be a perfectly plausible account of how the ACT constraint is satisfied 
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on an invariantist telling  Consider an example of philosophical dialectic that 
fairly represents the manner in which skeptical scenarios are actually intro-
duced. A student is asked, in a prosaic conversational setting, if she knows that 
she has hands (P). She replies in the affirmative, only to be confronted by a 
skeptical scenario (e.g., brains in vats or what not). How should we view what 
transpires next? On DeRose’s account, the situation must be one in which the 
meaning of the question, “Do you know that P?” changes from one context to 
the next. In the prosaic setting, the looser standards in play render her response 
“I know that P” seemingly true, and her alternative possible response “I don’t 
know that P” seemingly false. In the skeptical context, the higher standards in 
play render her response “I know that P” seemingly false and the alternative 
response “I don’t know that P” seemingly true. However, the invariantist can 
clearly describe this case quite differently? On this alternative description, the 
ordinary claim to know that P seems true until challenged by the citation of a 
skeptical scenario, at which point its appearance of truth fades and one is forced 
to recognize its falsity. The assertion of knowledge remains constant across 
contexts; all that changes is the depth of reflection with which we challenge 
it. The central difference between this account and DeRose’s is the following: 
because content is no longer assumed to be determined by context, the seeming 
truth-values of claims can be contrasted and compared across contexts and not 
merely within them. The seeming falsity of one’s claim to know that P (in the 
face of skeptical scenarios) can be contrasted and compared with  the seeming 
falsity of one’s claim to not know that P (in prosaic settings).

The significance of this is the following: DeRose’s contention (i.e., that in-
variantist WAMs prove inferior to contextualist analyses of knowledge because 
they fail to satisfy the ACT constraint) is deeply question-begging. This objec-
tion is only convincing on the prior assumption that contextualism is true, 
insuring that the meanings or truth-conditions of claims to knowledge vary 
so drastically from one context to the next that they cannot be legitimately 
compared across all. But this, the invariantist maintains, is precisely the ques-
tion at issue. On the invariantist’s account, transitions between contexts are not 
semantic ones. The changes in evidential standards that characterize the differ-
ent cross-examinative practices of prosaic and skeptical inquiry reflect nothing 
in the way of differences in meaning (although, they very probably do reflect 
different pragmatic factors) (Blaauw 2003, Black, 2005, Brown 2006, Prades 
2000, Unger 1975).

Now, consider DeRose’s second rule, the “No Apparent Truth” (or NAT) 
Constraint, according to which true implicatures cannot substantially modify 
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our attitudes toward false assertions. Because DeRose makes much of this 
criticism, it is odd that he spends relatively little time spelling it out in detail. 
Let us use DeRose’s examples to do this now. What is his proposal? As DeR-
ose describes the modal case, WAM strategy recommends itself only as an 
explanation of how positive and negative possibility attributions might both 
seem simultaneously false; it does not recommend itself as an explanation of 
how they might both seem simultaneously true. We feel, he maintains, no 
temptation to invoke WAM strategy to serve this second function. Suppose 
we take P to be the claim that a certain volume is on my bookshelf, so that our 
two contrary possibility claims become, respectively, that it is and is not pos-
sible that the book is there. On DeRose’s telling, we are never inclined to find 
both these claims correct. We are, however, inclined to find parallel instances 
of mutually contradictory knowledge attribution correct. Suppose I take P to 
be the claim that I have hands. The epistemic assertions that I do and do not, 
respectively, know myself to have hands do sometimes impress us as simulta-
neously true, DeRose claims. In this fact, DeRose maintains, we recognize a 
deep and abiding difference between the “possibility” and “knowledge” cases.

The sense of possibility at issue in DeRose’s modal examples is best construed 
as that of epistemic, rather than subjunctive or metaphysical, possibility. This 
is the sense of possibility in which a statement may be true for all one knows, as 
opposed to being simply permitted by the logical or nomological laws regu-
lating the cosmos. The reason that this is the superior construal is that facts 
about epistemic, as opposed to metaphysical, possibility are especially pertinent 
to issues of conversational implicature. Assertions of epistemic possibility, af-
ter all, tend to convey more action-guiding force than do assertions of mere 
subjunctive possibility; they are typically expected to be more helpful. This is 
because epistemic possibility bears on the actual world in ways that metaphysi-
cal possibility does not: to be told that it is epistemically possible that the book 
is on my shelf is to be told, not only that this state of affairs is compatible with 
logical and/or causal laws, but also that it is compatible with the speaker’s 
pertinent background information. For this reason, when a speaker knows full 
well that P, he might be taken to particularly mislead others with the remark 
that P is epistemically possible. 

Even with epistemic possibility at issue, however, it is far from clear that the 
asymmetry of which DeRose makes so much really exists. For it is arguable that 
circumstances often obtain in which we would be inclined to invoke the true 
conversational implicature of an epistemic possibility assertion to explain said 
claim’s deceptive appearance of truth. Jessica Brown has noted in detail how it 
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is a strategic commonplace in the philosophy of language that false utterances 
can seem true as a result of conveying pragmatically true consequences (Brown 
2006). Along these lines, let us imagine a case that threatens to be very close to 
DeRose’s own heart. Consider certain examples in which we take the operative 
possibilities to be delimited to a relatively small and itemizable set. Suppose I 
meet a colleague at a coffee house, and she asks me if I have a certain library 
book in my office, which, she explains, she desperately needs in order to locate 
a certain citation for a paper she is to deliver within the hour to a hostile and 
nitpicky audience. Thinking about the situation, I engage in the following rea-
soning. I know that I checked the book out months ago, and that such books 
often languish, largely unread, in either my office (just next door) or my home 
study (hours away). I explain this to her, and further note that, having just 
scoured the fetid piles of long-term neglect with which I perennially decorate 
my domicile, I am reasonably certain that the book is not in my home study. 
I also remember seeing the book recently, but realize that the task of recalling 
exactly where would require more time and attention than the situation pres-
ently affords. Noting the expression of desperate hope on my colleague’s face, I 
encouragingly announce, “It’s just possible that it’s in my office,” perhaps with 
distinctive intonation or emphasis.

Here, the modal qualifier clearly serves a hedging function. In the situa-
tion we are envisioning, my background assertions make it clear to both my 
colleague and myself that the book is, indeed, almost certainly in my office. 
My prefacing “possibility” qualifier serves only to preemptively shirk the taint 
of blame just in case something very unlikely has occurred. (Though I need 
not pause to bring such possibilities to mind, let us imagine, for sake of sheer 
drama, that a small number of office burglaries have occurred of late, perhaps 
at the instigation of some mad librarian who feels disrespected by professorial 
book-hoarding behaviors). Now, suppose, as it turns out, the book is neither in 
my office nor in my home, but in the briefcase I am lugging around with me. 
(Perhaps I hurriedly and absent-mindedly put it there a week before, dreamily 
musing that if I was not going to read it, then I should at least use it for whatever 
cardiovascular benefits it might bestow). I discover its presence accidentally as 
I pack up to take my colleague to my office to retrieve the coveted volume. 
What is going on here?

It seems to me that the most plausible description is as follows. In conclud-
ing that it is epistemically possible that the book is in my office, I am making 
a claim that we may   be “pre-theoretically” inclined to regard as false, but 
which has been given the veneer of truth by a true conversational implicature, 
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namely, that I am in a position to loan my colleague the book. The claim is 
false because it fails to accord with evidence, recollective and otherwise, which 
would be readily available to me if only I took the time and effort to access it. 
The claim’s true implicature, moreover, accords with Grice’s “rule of relevance,” 
according to which steps in a conversational process should be clearly related to 
the overall situational context in which they occur (Grice 1989, p. 27). In this 
context, the driving point of the exchange is defined by my colleague’s need to 
quickly acquire the text. We can illustrate this by slightly varying the example. 
Suppose the situation remains as described above, but with one difference:  I 
happen to know that my office is presently inaccessible to me, irrespective of 
what may or may not occupy its bookshelves. In this scenario, my claim that 
the book is possibly in my office would indeed be odd. For whether true or 
false, it would be clearly inappropriate, i.e., not to the conversational point. 
My colleague’s concern is with the question of whether or not she can access 
the book. She has no concern, per se, with whether or not it is in my office. 
In the case of our original example, I rush to judgment (that it is epistemi-
cally possible that the book is in my office) as a result of not taking pains to 
consider all of my available background knowledge (with more attention and 
care, I would certainly recall that the book is in my briefcase) because the 
situation at hand (my colleague needs her citation, and soon) turns my focus 
to a conversational implicature (that I am in a position to loan her the book) 
which is, it turns out, true.

 This example is intended to serve the ends of what we might call a “rela-
tive plausibility” argument. That is, although I do not offer it as conclusive, I 
do maintain that it is no less conclusive than DeRose’s examples, which often 
turn upon casual proclamations that, for instance, “pre-theoretically, there’s 
some tendency to think [a speaker is] saying something false.” (Generally, I 
suggest, we should be reticent to suppose that our linguistic intuitions provide 
evidence for or against the truth of our claims concerning our relations to the 
world; more about this in Sec. IV.) Moreover, I suggest, the availability of cases 
like the “needed citation” example above is hardly surprising. Such instances 
are to be expected  in the case of epistemic possibility claims if they occur, as 
DeRose maintains, in the case of knowledge claims. This is because the hedg-
ing function of epistemic possibility ascription is very much like the hedging 
function that guides policies of modesty among knowledge claimants. As we 
are negatively disinclined to preface our factual assertions with the knowledge 
operator in light of our own uncertainty, we are correspondingly positively in-
clined to preface our factual assertions with the epistemic possibility operator. 
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We should expect parallel results in the case of both knowledge and possibility 
locutions. It is thus unfortunate that DeRose so crucially relies upon the “pos-
sibility” precedent in the course of spelling out the conditions under which 
WAM strategies are allegedly appropriate. In consequence, I recommend that 
the “No Apparent Truth” (or NAT) Constraint be dropped as a condition for 
delimiting the appropriate use of WAM strategies.

Finally,  consider the application to which DeRose puts the “General Impli-
cature” (or GI) Constraint, according to which the misleading false implica-
tures of WAM-amenable statements proceed from one or more general rule(s) 
of conversational implicature applying to a vast expanse of language beyond the 
sentence in question. Unlike the NAT constraint, I have no concern to argue 
that GI is false. But, as with the ACT constraint, I am concerned to argue that 
GI is of little effective use against the skeptical invariantist.

 As previously noted, DeRose concedes that Unger does not come to the table 
of theorizing empty-handed: Unger does not offer a “bare” WAM strategy, 
but rather seeks to motivate his account with an “Absolute Term” (AT) rule of 
conversational implicature. Again, this rule classifies “know” as a member of a 
wide class of terms (e.g., “flat,” “straight,” “empty,” “vacuum”), which we are 
often allowed to employ without meeting their hyper-stringent conditions of 
strictly correct application. The first thing we should note here is that DeRose 
is alternately concessive and dubious in his description of Unger’s AT rule. On 
one hand, he concedes that, because the AT rule “treat[s] ‘knows’ as an instance 
of a fairly wide group of terms, … the Unger of Ignorance is not subject to the 
charge of appealing to a special rule for the warranted assertability of “knows” 
(1998, p. 201). On the other hand, he notes that this constraint fails to be a fully 
general conversational rule like the “Assert the Stronger” maxim. Thus, by not 
utilizing a thoroughly general rule like “Assert the Stronger,” Unger “loses a lot 
of leverage in advocating his view.” (p. 202) Thus, Unger’s strategy, on DeRose’s 
telling, although superior than that of a naked WAM, is less substantial than 
that of an archetypal WAM. Let us begin by examining this assessment. Does 
the generality of the AT rule really suffer in comparison to that of the “Assert 
the Stronger” maxim? I suggest that it does not, and that this is clear once we 
look critically at the latter principle.

 There are two things that DeRose’s could mean in claiming that the “Assert 
the Stronger” rule is more general than the AT rule. The first is that the “Assert 
the Stronger” rule potentially applies to vastly more declarative form sentences 
of natural language than does the AT rule, since the latter applies only to sen-
tences containing “absolute” terms. The second is that the “Assert the Stronger” 
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rule proves more inviolate in the specific cases where it is pertinent than the AT 
rule proves to be in the specific cases where it is pertinent. On this second read-
ing, the former rule is more “general” than the latter rule in the sense of being 
more likely to trump other rules of implicature that may also apply. This would 
make the former rule’s imperative to assert the stronger of available claims less 
susceptible (than the latter’s imperative to use absolute terms in pragmatically 
approximate ways) to being over-ridden by conflicting applicable rules of con-
versational implicature and use.

 Of these two readings of DeRose’s claim that the “Assert the Stronger” rule 
is the more general principle, however, neither is particularly useful to his pur-
poses. The first is of little use for being beside the point. The relevant sense in 
which the generality of a principle of conversational constraint might render it 
an effective player in warranted assertability arguments must surely regard its 
propensity to win out over alternative rules, not its mere availability to being 
raised for consideration.

 The second reading of DeRose’s comparative claim is of little use to DeR-
ose simply because it is implausible. This is because numerous conversational 
situations regularly obtain in which the very last thing a speaker is expected to 
do is abide by the “Assert the Stronger” rule.3 The situations at issue here are 
not restricted to those created by the usual suspects that DeRose himself notes 
(e.g., rhetorical devices such as irony and sarcasm) (Grice 1989, p. 34). These 
cases appear often enough to merit counter-examples status. However, we do 
not need to focus on instances in which understatement functions quite so 
closely to the surface of our talk. More interesting cases include bureaucratic 
and diplomatic conversational exchange.4 Think of pronouncements by policy 

3 This is a point of which Grice himself makes a great deal in the course of noting a number 
of ways in which participants in talk exchanges may fail to abide by conversational maxims 
(Grice 1989, p. 30).

4 Grice, of course, grants that there are all sorts of other maxims (aesthetic, social, or moral 
in character), such as “Be polite,” that are also normally observed by participants in talk 
exchanges, and these may also generate non-conventional implicatures. But such maxims, 
along with the conversational implicatures connected with them, are, he claims, “especially 
connected with the particular purposes that talk (and so, talk exchange) is adapted to serve 
and is primarily employed to serve.” He notes that his own maxims are premised on the 
assumption that the primary such communicative purpose is that of providing “maximally 
effective exchange of information.” However, this specification, he notes, is too narrow, and 
the scheme needs to be generalized to allow for such general purposes as influencing or direct-
ing the actions of others.” It is this last concession that fuels my doubts concerning DeRose’s 
claim that the “Assert the Stonger” rule satisfies the generality constraint more fully than does 
the  “Absolute Term” rule. (Grice 1989, p. 28).
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Czars and administrators, such as American Federal Reserve Board chairman 
Alan Greenspan, who once famously uttered, “The developing protectionism 
regarding trade and our reluctance to place fiscal policy on a more sustain-
able path are threatening what may well be our most valued policy asset: the 
increased flexibility of our economy, which has fostered our extraordinary resil-
ience to shocks.”5 Such utterances are crafted to violate the “Assert the Stronger 
Rule” in an intentional, indeed a practiced, fashion. Understatement and lack 
of specificity are here willfully employed as impediments to univocal interpre-
tation. This is to keep such utterances from unduly influencing the phenomena 
they concern, as when one does not want one’s predicted policy actions to be 
effectively priced into the economy.

 Alternatively, think of instances of diplomatic exchange, which also often 
stand in direct reproach to any supposed language-wide imperative to assert 
the stronger of available claims. In these cases, yet again, the effectiveness of 
an exchange is likely to be no less subordinate to other imperatives than to the 
“Assert the Stronger” rule, e.g., the imperatives to display silence, reticence, 
respect for elders, and to generally leave egos unharmed (Edwards, p. 2004). 
More intricately, diplomatic proclamations may be crafted, not to the end of 
providing maximum possible information by “asserting the stronger,” but to 
the end of understating known facts and decisions in order to gauge reactions 
and vet possibilities in advance.

 These complications should at least make us wary of DeRose’s presuppo-
sition that the “Assert the Stronger” rule serves as a shining exemplar of a 
“fully general” rule of conversational implicature, against which the AT rule 
must invariably suffer by comparison. To this extent, DeRose has not provided 
a convincing case for his contention that knowledge claims are not WAM-
amenable by virtue of some distinctive failure to satisfy the GI constraint.  
 

IV.  Conclusion

To summarize, DeRose places three conditions on WAM-amenable sentences 
(four, if we treat implicature and generality separately). Of these, the second 

5 Remarks by Chairman Alan Greenspan, “Reflections on Central Banking” at a symposium 
sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, Jackson Hole, Wyoming August 26, 
2005. [online]. [Accessed 29 May 2008]. Available from   World Wide Web: http://www.
federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/speeches/2005/20050826/default.htm. 
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(NAT) is implausible and the first (ACT) and third (GI), though perhaps cred-
ible as criteria of WAM-amenability, offer no critical traction against invarian-
tist WAM strategies. The NAT constraint is implausible to the extent that we 
can easily imagine cases in which it is violated, cases which, moreover, concern 
precisely the types of “possibility” locutions to which DeRose points as para-
digmatic confirmations of NAT. The ACT constraint offers no critical traction 
against invariantist WAM strategies because DeRose’s critical application of it 
is deeply question-begging: in assuming that the meanings or truth-conditions 
of knowledge claims vary so drastically from one context to the next that they 
cannot be legitimately compared across all, DeRose effectively presupposes the 
truth of contextualism from the outset. The GI constraint offers no critical 
traction against invariantist WAM strategies because we have little reason to 
think, with DeRose, that the generality of Unger’s AT Rule fatally suffers by 
comparison with the generality of  Grice’s “Assert the Stronger” Rule.

This leaves us with DeRose’s supplemental arguments against Unger’s WAM 
strategy, arguments that a number of features of Unger’s invariantism “make 
it unattractive,” irrespective of whether or not the above-cited conditions dis-
qualify it. DeRose’s first objection, remember, is that Unger’s invariantism is a 
skeptical one, “an account of “knowledge” on which we seldom, if ever, know 
anything.” His second objection, remember, is a generalization from the first. 
Since the skeptical character of Unger’s invariantism about knowledge alleg-
edly flows from an AT rule that applies to numerous other terms of ordinary 
language (“flat,” “empty,” etc.), similarly extreme results can be expected to 
crop up, far and wide, throughout ordinary language. How seriously should 
the invariantist take these two objections? Let us conclude with some brief 
remarks concerning this question.

In DeRose’s hands, both objections are created and sustained by the alleged 
power of linguistic intuitions concerning what does and does not seem odd 
to say. To claim that our assertions concerning “know” (or “flat” or “vacuum,” 
etc.) are hardly or ever true is, he maintains, deeply counter-intuitive. It is 
thus that he claims, “most who reject the contextualist’s varying standards, I 
think, don’t imagine that the constant standards they endorse will be so de-
manding as to be unmeetable by mere mortals” (p. 202). However, we must 
presumably be wary when describing the alleged import of the intuitions at 
play here. Specifically, we should be careful to distinguish our intuitions con-
cerning conversational propriety from our presumptions regarding applicable 
truth-conditions. Our linguistic intuitions concerning “what seems right to 
say” properly concern the appropriateness or inappropriateness of our patterns 
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of linguistic use. We refer to them when asking if we are using “know” in a 
way that accords with our own past patterns of use and the patterns of use 
displayed by the linguistic communities of which we are a part. Our convic-
tions concerning truth-conditions, however, are much more clearly delimited 
by the practice-independent natures of the objects or relations we take to be 
at issue. The truth-conditions of a knowledge claim are largely shaped by the 
kind of relation that we take knowledge of the specific subject matter of this 
claim to be. Thus, it is relevant that Unger engineers his invariantism in a way 
that guarantees agreement with our ordinary patterns of use for “know” (and 
other absolute terms). This is the very point and purpose of the AT rule, which 
is designed to ensure that our actual use patterns of “know” and other absolute 
terms accord with those of ordinary practice. The use patterns of ordinary prac-
tice can be conversationally appropriate, even when false, by virtue of the fact 
that they are good enough for conversational purposes. Thus, Unger’s invarian-
tism accords with ordinary use no less than DeRose’s contextualist alternative. 
We have no reason to think that the latter account is any better supported 
by our linguistic intuitions concerning the appropriateness or oddness of our 
use.6 This point is sometimes lost because of the question-begging manner in 
which these very intuitions are articulated, in terms of the truth rather than the 
appropriateness of various epistemic ascriptions.7 To observe that a knowledge 
attribution is hard on the ear is not to observe that it is false. It may be false, 
and this falsity may explain its felt dissonance. But to simply presume its falsity 
as a datum that demands satisfaction by all subsequent semantic theorizing is 
clearly illegitimate.7

This is not to say that “intuitions” play no role in adjudicating the dispute 
between contextualism and invariantism; it is to say that these intuitions are 
not essentially linguistic ones. Rather, they are convictions concerning the 
knowledge relation itself (or knowledge relations themselves, if there be more 
than one), as these intuitions bear upon the significance and consequence of 
relevant conditions of conversational propriety. Or, to say the same thing, they 
are substantive convictions concerning the relations between the conditions 
of conversational propriety and the conditions of truth for our knowledge 
6 Jonathan Schaffer argues at length that Unger-style skepticism predicts precisely the same 

linguistic judgments as contextualism, by way of a diagnosis on which ordinary knowledge 
assertions as essentially hyperbolic (2004).

7 Jessica Brown has probably done the best job to date of corralling the “unproblematic data 
that contextualists and invariatists need to satisfy into a concise and surveyable list. She is 
careful in her articulation to avoid assuming that intuitive apprehensions of oddity directly 
translate into evidence for falsity (2005, pp. 73–74).
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claims. They are directed at the following question: is there anything to the 
truth-conditions of our knowledge claims above and beyond their conditions 
of conversational propriety?

I realize that semantic contextualists make much of the idea that their view 
is a  semantic  thesis concerning the truth conditions of sentences containing 
“know” rather than the knowledge relation itself (or, perhaps, knowledge rela-
tions themselves). It is thus that semantic contextualists are inclined to dismiss 
the above sort of criticism as a naive confusion stemming from an illegitimate 
descent into the object language (DeRose, p. 2000). I suggest, however, that 
this rejoinder is often much too quick. All things being equal, it is perfectly 
reasonable to suppose that conceptual relations between various concepts par-
allel co-variance relations between the properties and relations fixed by those 
concepts. The logical relation between “being a dog” and “being a mammal” is 
hardly an isolated logical fact: it reflects nomological connections between be-
ing a canine and being a mammal. Similarly, we should expect that conceptual 
connections between “truth” and “knowledge” to parallel co-variance relations 
between the phenomena and relations of truth and knowledge themselves. 
Thus, whether or not the truth conditions of a claim are related to its conditions 
of conversational propriety seems to have everything to do with the nature of 
the objects that said knowledge claim regards.

Consider the fact that we could presumably tell a reasonable story con-
cerning the ways in which the truth-conditions of our claims about interac-
tive politeness thoroughly depend upon relevant conditions of conversational 
propriety. This, however, is only because said truth-conditions are likely to 
consist in little more than the likes of said conversational propriety conditions: 
to exhibit interactive politeness is to do nothing but abide by such rules of 
appropriate speech and action. By extension, we might also imagine a coher-
ent story concerning the dependence of the truth conditions of our knowl-
edge claims about interactive politeness upon facts concerning conversational 
propriety. For if the criteria governing our assertions about conversational 
politeness invoke such conversational appropriateness conditions, we should 
certainly expect our knowledge claims about politeness to take this connection 
into account.

In contrast to this, however, shouldn’t we be wary of the assumption that 
the truth conditions of our knowledge claims about convention-independent 
empirical fact track conditions of conversational appropriateness? For unlike 
the case of politeness, we have no prima facie reason to suspect the existence of 
an intimate relation between these two sets of features. This is not to say that 
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philosophers could never tell a plausible story about what such an intimate 
relation might be like. It is only to say that, as a matter of fact, contextualists 
as such tell no such story.

We must be forthright here. Clearly, no view is presuppositionless. The sus-
picion that the conversational propriety of knowledge claims has little to do 
with their truth itself requires support from major background assumptions. 
The first such assumption is that truth is comprehensible apart from the various 
criteria that figure into our conversational practices. The second is that “truth” 
is a sole or primary goal of knowledge. Using a much overworked term, let 
us call proponents of these two assumptions “realists,” retaining the quotation 
remarks as a reminder of the specific function that we are using the word to 
serve. Allowing ourselves to freely slip and slide, for a moment, between talk 
of conversational appropriateness and “warranted assertability,” philosophers 
have certainly disagreed with both assumptions of “realism.” (We will return 
in a moment to the all-important question of whether or not such “slipping 
and sliding” is kosher.) Blanshard repudiates the first by explicating truth in 
thoroughly pragmatic or epistemic terms (Blanshard 1939). So, it seems, does 
Putnam, in at least one of his incarnations (Putnam 1981). Rorty repudiates 
both assumptions, the first by denying that “truth” is a substantive enough 
notion to require explication, and the second by advocating the pursuit of 
solidarity over the pursuit of objectivity. Language, on Rorty’s telling, allows us 
to cope with the world rather than represent it. And since pragmatic criteria lie 
at the heart of our coping skills, the skeptic is left with no room from which to 
maneuver when he tries to motivate concerns as to whether or not warrantedly 
assertable beliefs are true  (Rorty 1980; 1991, Introduction).

I have no concern to argue that moves such as those contemplated by Blan-
shard, Putnam and Rorty cannot be made. My contentions here are much 
more modest. First, DeRose offers no such moves. Second, DeRose makes no 
serious or sustained attempts to even connect conditions of conversational 
propriety with conditions of   “warranted assertability,” where it is only  this 
latter notion that is of any clear epistemic  import. Consider DeRose’s argu-
mentative strategy in “Assertion, Knowledge, and Context” (2002). Suppose 
that we accept a knowledge account of assertion. If we do this, he argues, 
we are forced to concede contextualism, since the knowledge account, by its 
nature, ties conditions of knowledge to varying conditions of warranted as-
sertability. However, our response to this argument must now be clear. Even if 
we were to concede the knowledge account of assertion, contextualism does 
not itself follow without the establishment of an additional linkage: the condi-
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tions of warranted assertability whose authority DeRose seeks to invoke must be 
shown to co-vary with the conditions of conversational propriety that he actu-
ally illustrates with his numerous examples. Warranted assertability concerns the 
epistemic strength of one’s claim-making position. Conversational propriety 
concerns the possibly non-epistemic relevance of one’s utterances to com-
mon conversational purposes. However, as DeRose himself concedes,   it is 
an open question “whether all of the other, quite different rules of assertion 
that don’t have to do with asserting only what one is well-enough positioned 
with respect to—like those enjoining us to assert only what is conversation-
ally relevant—can be derived from the knowledge rule together with other 
rules not specific to assertion.” (DeRose 2002, p. 180). Why should DeRose’s 
numerous examples of contextual variation in the appropriateness of knowl-
edge assertion be attributed genuine epistemic significance? DeRose’s putative 
answer to this question can only consist in the case against WAM strategies 
described in this paper. His examples, he must claim, have epistemic signifi-
cance because the only other potential explanation for them (i.e., that they 
speak merely to features of conversational inappropriateness) is untenable. In 
this paper, however, I have argued that his case for this claim is unconvincing.8 
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On ProtoSociology

Protosociology plays an important role among philosophy journals with connected 
contributions on important and breaking topics – such the nature and special 
features of collective cognitive states – that do not receive such generous attention 
in other journals. It isworth serious consideration for inclusion in a library‘s phi
losophy collection.

Margaret Gilbert, Storrs (USA)

The relatively young journal Protosociology has become an important forum for 
discussion in the philosophy of social science and of sociality and, more broadly, 
for theoretical discussion in social science. It is especially interesting and important 
that such new fields as social metaphysics and social epistemology as well as research 
related to collective intentionality and its applications have acquired a prominent 
place in the agenda of Protosociology.

Raimo Tuomela

Protosociology occupies an important position in the European intellectual scene, 
bridging philosophy, economics, sociology and related disciplines. Its volumes on 
rationality bring together concerns in all these topics, and present an important 
challenge to the cognitive sciences.

Donald Davidson, Berkeley (USA)

Protosociology publishes original papers of great interest that deal with fun da mental 
issues in the human and social science. No academic library is com plete without it.

Nicholas Rescher, Pittsburgh (USA) 

Protosociology has been remarkably successful in publishing interesting work from 
different tradition and different disciplines and, as the title signals, in giving that 
work a new, eyecatching slant. 

Philipp Pettit, Canberra, Australia 

Protosociology is a truly premier interdisciplinary journal that publishes articles and 
reviews on timely topics written by and for a wide range of inter national scholars. 
The recent volumes on rationality are remarkable for their breadth and depth. 
Protosociology would be a great addition to any library.

Roger Gibson, St. Louis (USA
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Published Volumes

ProtoSociology
An International Journal of Interdisciplinary Research

Double Volume 25, 2008
Philosophy of Mathematics –  
Set Theory, Measuring Theories, and Nominalism 

Susan Vineberg 
Is Indispensability Still a Problem for 
Fictionalism?

Part III 
HIstorIcal Background

Madeline Muntersbjorn
Mill, Frege and the Unity of Mathemat-
ics

Raffaella De Rosa and Otávio Bueno 
Descartes on Mathematical Essences

on contemPorary PHIlosoPHy  
and socIology

Nicholas Rescher
Presumption and the Judgement of 
Elites.

Steven I. Miller, Marcel Fredericks, 
Frank J. Perino
Social Science Research and Policy-
making: Meta-Analysis and Paradox 
Hidden Indexicals and Pronouns..

Nikola Kompa
Review: Stephen Schiffer, The Things 
We Mean

J. Gregory Keller
Agency Implies Weakness of Wil

Preface
Gerhard Preyer, Georg Peter

Part I: 
set tHeory, InconsIstency, and mea-
surIng tHeorIes

Douglas Patterson
Representationalism and Set-Theoretic 
Paradox

Mark Colyvan
Who’s Afraid of Inconsistent Math-
ematics?

Andrew Arana
Logical and Semantic Puritiy

Wilhelm K. Essler 
On Using Measuring Numbers accord-
ing to Measuring Theories 

Part II 
tHe cHallenge of nomInalIsm

Jody Azzouni
The Compulsion to Believe: Logical 
Inference and Normativity

Otávio Bueno
Nominalism and Mathematical Intuition

Yvonne Raley
Jobless Objects: Mathematical Posits 
in Crisis
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ProtoSociology
An International Journal of Interdisciplinary Research

Volume 24, 2007

 Shmuel N. Eisenstadt: Multiple Modernities — 
A Paradigma of Cultural and Social Evolution

Introduction (Gerhard Preyer) 

Part I: multIPle modernItIes and struc-
tural dIfferentIatIon

1  Multiple Modernities: The Basic 
Framework and Problematic

2  The Dialogue between Cultures or 
between Cultural Interpretations of 
Modernity—Multiple Modernities 
on the Contemporary Scene 

3  Social Division of Labor, Construc-
tion of Centers and Institutional 
Dynamics: A Reassessment of the 
Structural-Evolutionarys Perspective

4  Transformation and Transposition of 
the Thematic of Multiple Moderni-
ties in the Era of Globalization  

Part II: relIgIon, ascrIPtIve solIdarIty 
and collectIve ZdentIty

5  The Protestant Ethic and Moder-
nity— Comparative Analysis  
with and beyond Weber

6  The Transformations of the Reli-
gious Dimension in the  
Constitution of Contemporary Mo-
dernities 

app. 390 pages, 15.- Euro. Order and download: 
http://www.protosociology.de

7  The Religious Origins of Modern 
Radical Movements

8  Cultural Programs, The Construc-
tion of Collective Identities  
and the Continual Reconstruction of 
Primordiality 

Part III: tHe InItIal and tHe new re-
searcH Program

9  A Sociological Approach to Com-
parative Civilizations: The  
Development and Directions of a 
Research Program 1986  

10  Collective Identities, Public Spheres 
and Political Order: Modernity in 
the Framework of A Comparative 
Analysis of Civilizations Report for 
1955–2002.  With the collaboration 
of Tal Kohavi, Julia Lerner, Ronna  
Brayer-Grab

S. N. Eisenstadt: List of the Major Publi-
cations  

 Publikationen auf Deutsch  

Original Publications  

Published Volumes
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ProtoSociology
An International Journal of Interdisciplinary Research

Volume 23, 2006

 Facts, Slingshots and Anti-Representationalism 
 On Stephen Neale’s Facing Facts

  Edited by Gerhard Preyer and Georg Peter 

on tHe PrIncIPle of suBstItutIvIty for 
sIngular terms and comPosItIonal 
semantIcs

Neale, Russell and Frege on Facts
Jennifer Hornsby

Facts and Free Logic
R. M. Sainsbury

Neale and the Principle of  
Compositionality
Gabriel Sandu

on antI-rePresentatIonalIsm 

Anti-Representationalism and  
Relativism
Carole Rovane

Facing Facts and Motivations
Olav Gjelsvik

Contents

Introduction: Slingshot Arguments 
and the End of Representations
Gerhard Preyer and Georg Peter 

slIngsHot arguments and tHe  
rejectIons of facts

The Bigger Picture
Anita Avramides

The Philosophical Significance of  
Stephen Neale’s Facing Facts
Richard N. Manning

Facing Facts’ Consequences
Stephen Schiffer

Understanding ‘Because’
Helen Steward

The Metaphor of Correspondence
Marga Reimer 

186 pages, 15.- Euro. Order and download:
http://www.protosociology.de

Published Volumes
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ProtosocIology
 dIgItal volumes avaIlaBle

Vol. 25 –  Philosophy of Mathematics — 
   Set Theory, Measuring Theories, and Nominalism 

Vol. 24 –  Shmuel N. Eisenstadt: Multiple Modernities —
   A Paradigma of Cultural and Social Evolution

Vol. 23 –  Facts, Slingshots and Anti-Representationalism
   On Stephen Neale’s Facing Facts

 Vol. 22 –  Compositionality, Concepts and Representations II: 
   New Problems in Cognitive Science 

Vol. 21 –  Compositionality, Concepts and Representations I: 
   New Problems in Cognitive Science 

Vol. 20 –  World-SystemAnalysis: Contemporary Research and Directions

Vol. 18/19 – Understanding the Social II: ThePhilosophy of Sociality

Vol. 17 –  Semantic Theory and Reported Speech

Vol. 16 –  Understanding the Social I: New Perspectives from Epistemology

Vol. 15 –   On a Sociology of Borderlines: Social Process in Time of Globalization

Vol. 14 –  Folk Psychology, Mental Concepts and the Ascription of Attitudes

Vol. 13 –   Reasoning and Argumentation

Vol. 12 –   After the Received View – Developments in the Theory of Science

Vol. 11 –   Cognitive Semantics II – Externalism in Debate (free download!)

Vol. 10 –   Cognitive Semantics I – Conceptions of Meaning

Vol. 8/9 – Rationality II &III (double volume)

Order and download directly from our hompepage:

www.protosociology.de

Payment by credit card or bank tranfer: 15.- Euro each
For subscription or additional questional, please contact: E-Mail:  preyer@em.uni-
frankfurt.de or peter@science-digital.com

ProtoSociology. Editor: Gerhard Preyer, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität 
Frankfurt am Main FB 3: Department of Social Sciences. Editorial staff: Georg 
Peter. 
Editorial office: Stephan-Heise-Str. 56, D-60488 Frankfurt am Main,  
Tel. 069/769461
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Sociology
Gesellschaft im Umbruch II – Jenseits 
von National- und Wohlfahrtsstaat. 
Gerhard Preyer. Verlag Humanities Online 
2009. 

Borderlines in a Globalized World. New 
Perspectives in a Sociology of the World 
System. Gerhard Preyer, Mathias Bös 
(eds.). Kluwer 2002.

Neuer Mensch und kollektive Identität 
in der Kommunikationsgesellschaft. 
Hrsg. von Gerhard Preyer. VS Verlag für 
Sozialwissenschaft 2009.

Philosophy of Education in the Era of 
Globalization. Edited by Yvonne Raley 
and Gerhard Preyer. Routledge 2010.

Gesellschaft im Umbruch I. Politische 
Soziologie im Zeitalter der Globa-
lisierung. Jakob Schissler und Gerhard 
Preyer. Verlag Humanities Online 2002.

Lebenswelt – System – Gesellschaft. 
Konstruktionsprobleme der „Theorie des 
kommunikativen Handelns“ von Jürgen 
Habermas. Gerhard Preyer. Verlag Hu-
manities Online 2000.

Strukturelle Evolution und das Weltsys-
tem: Theorien, Sozialstruktur und evolu-
tionäre Entwicklungen. Gerhard Preyer 
(Hrsg.). Suhrkamp Verlag 1998.

System der Rechte, demokratischer 
Rechtsstaat und Diskurstheorie des 
Rechts nach Jürgen Habermas. Hrsg. 
von Werner Krawietz / Gerhard Preyer. 
Sonderheft der Zeitschrift Rechtstheorie 
3 1996.

Philosophy
Contextualism in Philosophy. Knowl-
edge, Meaning an Truth. Gerhard Preyer, 
Georg Peter (eds.). Oxford University 
Press 2005. 

Concepts of Meaning. Framing an 
Integrated Theory of Linguistic Behavior. 
Gerhard Preyer, Georg Peter, Maria Ulkan 
(eds.). Kluwer 2003. Rep. Springer Verlag, 
Wien.

Analytische Ästhetik. Eine Untersu chung 
zu Nelson Goodman und zur lit. Parodie. 
Georg Peter. ONTOS-Verlag 2002.

Logical Form and Language. Gerhard 
Preyer, Georg Peter (eds.). Oxford Univer-
sity Press 2002.

Donald Davidson’s Philosophy. From 
Radical Interpretation to Radical Contex-
tualism. Gerhard Preyer. Verlag Humani-
ties Online, dt. 2001, engl. 2006.

The Contextualization of Ratio nality. 
Gerhard Preyer, Georg Peter (eds.). 
Mentis 2000.

Reality and Humean Supervenience. 
Essays on the Philosophy of David Lewis. 
Gerhard Preyer, Frank Siebelt (eds.). Row-
man & Littelfield 2001.

Intention – Bedeutung – Kommunika-
tion. Kognitive und handlungstheore-
tische Grundlagen der Sprachtheorie. 
Gerhard Preyer, Maria Ulkan, Alexander 
Ulfig (Hrsg.). Westdeutscher Verlag 1997, 
Humanities Online 2001.

Bookpublications of the Project (extract)
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www.vs-verlag.de ISBN 978-3-531-15165-6

Soziologische Theorie der Gegenwarts-
gesellschaft III
Wir befinden uns in einer Situation, in der das soziologische Wissen resyste-
matisiert und überprüft wird. Die Soziologie der Mitgliedschaft wird im Kontext
der gegenwärtigen Soziologie fortgeführt. Die Evolution des Mitgliedschafts-
codes und seine Interpretation ist der harte Kern der Theorie der Evolution
des Gesellschaftssystems. Theoretischer Ausgang der Soziologie der Mit-
gliedschaft ist die Vereinheitlichung der Theorie sozialer Systeme, der Medien-
und der Evolutionstheorie.
Die Evolution der Struktur des Gesellschaftssystems wird mit der Analyse
der Strukturformen und Medien der gesellschaftlichen Mitgliedschaft und
der Kommunikation zusammengeführt. Die Strukturformen und Medien der
gesellschaftlichen Kommunikation und Mitgliedschaft des Wirtschafts-,
Rechts-, Wissenschafts-, Religions- und Kunst- sowie des politischen Systems
werden im Kontext der Vielfachen Modernisierungen und Modernitäten re-
systematisiert.
Ziel ist eine Neufassung der Theorie sozialer Bewegungen, der sozialen
Integration und der sozialen Ordnung jenseits des Nationalstaats, die von
einer Differenzordnung, einem Wohlstandspluralismus und einem Multi-
kulturalismus auszugehen hat. Damit sind die folgenreichsten Veränderungen
der soziologischen Theorie der Gegenwartsgesellschaft im Zeitalter der
Globalisierung  angesprochen.

Grobdaten!!

Soziologische 
Theorie der Gegen-
wartsgesellschaft III

Gerhard Preyer

A R B E I T  G R E N Z E N  P O L I T I K  H A N D L U N G  M E T H O D E N  G E W A L T  S P R A C H E  W I S S E N

S C H A F T  D I S K U R S  S C H I C H T  M O B I L I T Ä T  S Y S T E M  I N D I V I D U U M  K O N T R O L L E

Z E I T  E L I T E  K O M M U N I K A T I O N  W I R T S C H A F T  G E R E C H T I G K E I T  S T A D T  W E R T E

R I S I K O  E R Z I E H U N G  G E S E L L S C H A F T  R E L I G I O N  U M W E L T  S O Z I A L I S A T I O N

R A T I O N A L I T Ä T  V E R A N T W O R T U N G  M A C H T  P R O Z E S S  L E B E N S S T I L  D E L I N

Prof. Dr. Gerhard Preyer lehrt an der J.W. Goethe-Universität,
Frankfurt a.M. und ist Herausgeber der Zeitschrift „Protosociology“
(www.protosociology.de).
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www.vs-verlag.de
ISBN-10  3-531-15164-9
ISBN-13  978-3-531-15164-9

Soziologische Theorie der
Gegenwartsgesellschaft II
Die Untersuchung legt eine systematische neue Rekonstruktion der „Theorie
des kommunikativen Handelns“ von Jürgen Habermas vor und erörtert im
Kontext der klassischen Soziologie und der Soziologie der Gegenwarts-
gesellschaft die Probleme dieses Ansatzes.

Grobdaten!!

Soziologische
Theorie der
Gegenwarts-
gesellschaft II

Gerhard Preyer

A R B E I T  G R E N Z E N  P O L I T I K  H A N D L U N G  M E T H O D E N  G E W A L T  S P R A C H E  W I S S E N

S C H A F T  D I S K U R S  S C H I C H T  M O B I L I T Ä T  S Y S T E M  I N D I V I D U U M  K O N T R O L L E

Z E I T  E L I T E  K O M M U N I K A T I O N  W I R T S C H A F T  G E R E C H T I G K E I T  S T A D T  W E R T E

R I S I K O  E R Z I E H U N G  G E S E L L S C H A F T  R E L I G I O N  U M W E L T  S O Z I A L I S A T I O N

R A T I O N A L I T Ä T  V E R A N T W O R T U N G  M A C H T  P R O Z E S S  L E B E N S S T I L  D E L I N

Prof. Dr. Gerhard Preyer lehrt an der J.W. Goethe-Universität,
Frankfurt a.M. und ist Herausgeber der Zeitschrift Protosociology
(www.protosociology.de).
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Contextualism in Philosophy:
Knowledge, Meaning, and Truth

   Gerhard Preyer, Georg Peter (eds.)

In epistemology and in philosophy of language there is fierce debate about the role of 
context in knowledge, understanding, and meaning. Many contemporary epistemolo-
gists take seriously the thesis that epistemic vocabulary is context-sensitive. This thesis 
is of course a semantic claim, so it has brought epistemologists into contact with work 
on context in semantics by philosophers of language. This volume brings together 
the debates, in a set of twelve specially written essays representing the latest work 
by leading figures in the two fields. All future work on contextualism will start here.

contents

Gerhard Preyer, Georg Peter
Introduction: The Limitation of  
Contextualism

I  contextualIsm In ePIstemology

Contextualism and the New Linguistic 
Turn in Epistemology 
Peter Ludlow 

The Emperor‘s ‚New Knows‘ 
Kent Bach 

Knowledge, Context and the Agent‘s 
Point of View 
Timothy Williamson 

What Shifts? Thresholds, Standards, or 
Alternatives? 
Jonathan Schaffer 

Epistemic Modals in Context 
Andy Egan, John Hawthorne, Brian 
Weatherson 

II  comPosItIonalIty, meanIng and  
context 

Literalism and Contextualism: Some 
Varieties
François Recanati 

A Tall Tale In Defense of Semantic 
Minimalism and Speech Act Pluralism 
Herman Cappelen and Ernie Lepore 

Semantics in Context 
Jason Stanley 

Meaning before Truth 
Paul M. Pietroski 

Compositionality and Context 
Peter Pagin 

Presuppositions, Truth Values, and 
Expressing Propositions 
Michael Glanzberg 

Index

oxford unIversIty Press: oxford 2005, 410 Pages
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Context-Sensitivity and Semantic Minimalism
Essays on Semantics and Pragmatics

Gerhard Preyer and Georg Peter (eds.)

Preface 
Introduction: Semantics and 
Pragmatics: The Central Issues 
Herman Cappelen

Part I  
tHe defence of moderate  
contextualIsm 

Content, Context and Composition
Peter Pagin, Francis Jeffry Pelletier

A Little Sensitivity goes a Long Way.
Kenneth A. Taylor

Radical Minimalism, Moderate Contex-
tualism
Kepa Korta and John Perry

How and Why to Be a Moderate Con-
textualist
Ishani Maitra

Moderatly Insensitive Semantics
Sarah-Jane Leslie

Sense and Insensitivity: Or where Mini-
malism meets Contextualism 
Eros Corazza and Jerome Dokic

Prudent Semantics Meets Wanton 
Speech Act Pluralism
Elisabeth Camp 

Part II  
on crItIques of semantIc mInImalIsm 

Meanings, Propositions, Context, and 
Semantical Underdeterminacy 
Jay Atlas

Semantic Minimalism and Nonindexical 
Contextualism
John MacFarlane

Minimal (Disagreement about) Seman-
tics
Lenny Clapp

Minimal Propositions, Cognitive Safety 
Mechanisms, and Psychological Reality 
Reinaldo Elugardo 

Minimalism and Modularity
Philip Robbins

Minimalism, Psychological Reality, 
Meaning and Use
Henry Jackman

Back to semantIc mInImalIsm 

Minimalism versus Contextualism in 
Semantics
Emma Borg 

oxford unIversIty Press: oxford 2007
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To access international literature
on linguistics and language that 
speaks volumes, start here.

CSA Linguistics & Language Behavior Abstracts offers a 
world of relevant, comprehensive, and timely bibliographic coverage. Thousands of 
easily searchable abstracts enhance discovery of full-text articles in thousands of 
key journals published worldwide, books, and dissertations, plus citations to reviews 
of books and other media. This continuously growing collection includes over 410,000 
records, with monthly updates and backfiles to 1973—plus browsable indexes and a 
thesaurus through the CSA Illumina™ interface.

So whatever your quest, start here with CSA Linguistics & Language Behavior Abstracts.

CSA Linguistics & Language
Behavior Abstracts
For a free trial, contact pqsales@proquest.com
or log onto www.proquest.com/go/add today. 

P5651 CSA LingLangFiller 10/2008
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VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften
Abraham-Lincoln-Straße 46
65189 Wiesbaden
Telefon 0611.7878-722
Telefax 0611.7878-420

Besuchen Sie unseren bookshop:
www.vs-verlag.deVS VERLAG FÜR SOZIALWISSENSCHAFTEN

S O Z I O L O G I E  P O L I T I K W I S S E N S C H A F T  K O M M U N I K A T I O N S W I S S E N S C H A F T  E R Z I E H U N G S W I S S E N S C H A F T

S O Z I A L E  A R B E I T  S O Z I O L O G I E  P O L I T I K W I S S E N S C H A F T  K O M M U N I K A T I O N S W I S S E N S C H A F T  E R Z I E H U N G S

W I S S E N S C H A F T  S O Z I A L E  A R B E I T  S O Z I O L O G I E  P O L I T I K W I S S E N S C H A F T  K O M M U N I K A T I O N S W I S S E N

S C H A F T  E R Z I E H U N G S W I S S E N S C H A F T  S O Z I A L E  A R B E I T  S O Z I O L O G I E  P O L I T I K W I S S E N S C H A F T  K O M M U N I

K A T I O N S W I S S E N S C H A F T  E R Z I E H U N G S W I S S E N S C H A F T  S O Z I A L E  A R B E I T  S O Z I O L O G I E  P O L I T I K W I S S E N

S C H A F T  K O M M U N I K A T I O N S W I S S E N S C H A F T  E R Z I E H U N G S W I S S E N S C H A F T  S O Z I A L E  A R B E I T  S O Z I O L O G I E

P O L I T I K W I S S E N S C H A F T  K O M M U N I K A T I O N S W I S S E N S C H A F T  E R Z I E H U N G S W I S S E N S C H A F T  S O Z I A L E  A R B E I T

S O Z I O L O G I E  P O L I T I K W I S S E N S C H A F T  K O M M U N I K A T I O N S W I S S E N S C H A F T  E R Z I E H U N G S W I S S E N S C H A F T

S O Z I A L E  A R B E I T  S O Z I O L O G I E  P O L I T I K W I S S E N S C H A F T  K O M M U N I K A T I O N S W I S S E N S C H A F T  E R Z I E H U N G S

W I S S E N S C H A F T  S O Z I A L E  A R B E I T  S O Z I O L O G I E  P O L I T I K W I S S E N S C H A F T  K O M M U N I K A T I O N S W I S S E N

Grundlagenwerk zur
Theorie der Gesellschaft

Gerhard Preyer

Soziologische Theorie 
der Gegenwartsgesellschaft
Mitgliedschaftstheoretische Untersuchungen

2006. 273 S. Br. EUR 27,90
ISBN 3-531-14745-5

Erhältich im Buchhandel oder beim Verlag.
Änderungen vorbehalten. Stand: Dezember 2005.

Aus dem Inhalt: Mitgliedschaft als Letztele-
ment sozialer Systeme – Problemstufenord-
nung – Funktionale Differenzierung – Von der
Moderne zur Postmoderne – Was heißt Glo-
balisierung? – Strukturprobleme der sozialen
Integration – Europa im Zeitalter der Globali-
sierung – Kritik der totalen Kommunikation

Das Buch liefert eine soziologische Theorie
der Gesellschaft, die an systemtheoretische
Überlegungen anknüpft, diese aber maßgeb-
lich erweitert. Im Mittelpunkt des Ansatzes
steht die Frage nach der Mitgliedschaft in so-
zialen Systemen. Daraus resultiert eine Pers-
pektive, die die Evolution der Mitgliedschaft
unter Bedingungen der Globalisierung unter-
sucht.

Dr. Gerhard Preyer lehrt an der Universität
Frankfurt a.M. und ist Herausgeber der Zeit-
schrift „Protosociology”.

Anz_Preyer A5 4c  21.12.2005  17:07 Uhr  Seite 1
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A Journal of the
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